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Context of this research
•

Presentation by Herman Sannen (STORA)
on involvement of local citizens in
Belgium earlier today
•
•

•
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NW storage in Dessel and Mol since 1950’s
Local partnerships STORA and MONA since
1999-2000

Optimizing emergency preparedness
• Baseline measurement of citizens’
knowledge about the five reflex
measures prescribed by the federal
government

The survey
•

Main questions
•

•

•

Additional questions
•
•
•

•

Knowledge on iodine use & ‘risk culture’
Risk perception
Information seeking behavior

Three phases (February – May 2017)
•
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What is the level of the knowledge of citizens regarding
reflex measures?
Would people follow the advice of the government?

Preparation (UA), Data gathering (FQC), Analysis (UA)

Sampling and method
•

Randomized Quota sample
•
•

All 16 + residents of Mol (36 122) and Dessel (9 350) with a registered
phone number could be randomly called
Purpose: reach 50 respondents (25 male/female) of four age groups
in both municipalities (N = 400)
•
•
•

•

Computer Aided Telephone interviewing (CATI)
•
•
•
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Allows for comparison (Age, sex, municipality)
•
Relevant for possible communication strategy
Response rate of 62%
Larger number of respondents interviewed (N = 437)

Standardized questionnaire (Dutch/English)
Closed and half open questions
Average of 8 minutes

Results: Knowledge of reflex measures
"Suppose a major nuclear incident occurs in the region. Can you
mention the things you should do immediately to protect you and
your family?”
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Knowledge of reflex measures
• Behind “taking shelter”, the most often mentioned measure is "taking
iodine on their own initiative” (which is not an official measure)
• NO significant differences between age, sex and municipality groups
• Results indicate lower knowledge than those of the Barometer 2009 (SCK).
•

Method: Calling measures spontaneously instead of select the right ones

• Only 1 person mentioned all official reflex measures (5).
•

More often, the first two / three were mentioned in combination with
something about iodine. Confusion about iodine

• 36% of the respondents could not give any official measure
 “one third does not know what to do in case of a nuclear incident!” (news)
 2 measures are hardly known by anybody (phone and children)
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Measures vs. hypothetical behavior?
Differences between the behavior described by the reflex
measures and what citizens think they would actually do in the
case of a disaster. Desired reflex vs. real behavior (hypothetical)
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Children, telephone, shelter
Counter intuitive? Not well understood /communicated?

Additional questions
Risk perception

•
•
•

•

Information seeking behavior
•

•
•
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Correlation between high/low
risk perception and seeking
behavior/knowledge? YES
Positive correlation? NO
People with high risk perception
knew less reflex measures than
those with a low risk
perception. ~(2012 , Simmons,
Pidgeon, et al.) on distance
 Repeat research in
neighboring municipalities?

The % of people who feel well
informed much higher than % of
people who know multiple
measures
Also remarkably high % of
people who know where to find
information
Opinion about efforts of
government is almost 50-50

Conclusions
• 36% do not know any of the 5 official reflex measures that need to be
taken in case of a nuclear incident! Knowledge is limited.
• Important differences between some federal reflex measures and
hypothetical behavior (intuition)
•
=>
=>

Need for an additional local information campaign focusing on 'why'
Need for a reality test of measures at federal level (recognize intuition)

• Challenges for an effective communication strategy
•

Many people take little effort to inform themselves and are quick to think
they are sufficiently informed even when they know where to find
information (70%), and feel they should take initiative (50%)
•

•
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Partly explained by general low risk perception (67%)? Still those who
perceive high risk have little knowledge

No statistically significant differences per target group

Thank you for your attention!

